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Abstract Metal interconnections having a small cross-

section and short length can be subjected to very large mass

transport due to the passing of high current densities. As a

result, nonlinear diffusion and electromigration effects

which may result in device failure and electrical instabili-

ties may be manifested. Various thicknesses of Pd were

deposited over SrTiO3 substrate. Residual stress of the

deposited film was evaluated by measuring the variation of

d-spacing versus sin2w through conventional X-ray dif-

fraction method. It has been found that the lattice misfit

within film and substrate might be relaxed because of mass

transport. Besides, the relation between residual intrinsic

stress and oxygen diffusion through deposited film has

been expressed. Consequently, appearance of oxide inter-

mediate layer may adjust interfacial characteristics and

suppress electrical conductivity by increasing electron

scattering through metallic films.
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Introduction

There is hardly an area related to thin film formation,

properties, and performance that is uninfluenced by mass

transport phenomena. This is especially true in micro-

electronic applications where very small lateral as well as

depth dimensions of device features and film structures are

involved. When these characteristic dimensions become

comparable in magnitude to atomic diffusion lengths,

compositional change could be expected. New phases in

the form of precipitates, layered compounds, or even voids

may be formed from ensuing reactions. These new phases

can alter the initial film integrity through, for example,

generation of stress or decreasing the adhesion. This, in

turn, frequently leads to component and device malfunction

and electrical instabilities manifested by decreases in

conductivity as well as short- or even open-circuiting of

conductors.

Residual stresses generally appear during the deposition

of the thin films. Such stresses may lead to problems such

as film detachment, bending of the system, and varying the

interfacial properties. Therefore, evaluation of such inter-

facial stresses is of fundamental characteristics for metal-

lization in microelectronic devices. The residual stress

mainly consists of three kinds of stress; intrinsic, thermal,

and external stress. Basically, residual stresses might be

varied via substrate relaxation process [1], and essentially,

substrate relaxation process occurs due to lattice misfit

between the film and the substrate [2]. For that reason, it

would be essential to concentrate on the variation of

residual stress in different thicknesses of Pd film. Besides,

by studying the variation of oxygen concentration on the

interface of Pd/SrTiO3, it might be possible to reveal the

correlation between residual stress and oxygen diffusion in

the interface of Pd and SrTiO3.
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Experimental Methods

The materials used in this study were 101B grade, both

sides polished (100), oriented SrTiO3 (STO) substrate, and

99.99% pure palladium. Electron beam evaporator was

used for palladium evaporation. Graphite crucibles were

employed for resistive evaporation. The evaporation

chamber was pumped with mechanical and turbo molecular

vacuum pump, while the base pressure of the chamber was

4.7 9 10-6 torr [1, 3].

Palladium was evaporated at 1.6 kV accelerating poten-

tial and 200 mA emission intensity for 20 min. Different

STO substrates were positioned on the heater with differ-

ent distances to evaporation source in order to obtain dif-

ferent thickness of Pd thin film [3]. Afterward, thicknesses

varying from 10 to 100 nm with around 10-nm increment

have been obtained with the substrate temperature kept on

300 �C.

The ex situ film thickness measurement has been done by

means of Dektak 3,030 profilometer (Veeco). X-ray pho-

toelectron spectroscopy (XPS) depth profiles were carried

out to investigate the composition of the obtained films.

XPS data were collected in a Physical Electronics 5,500

spectrometer, working at a pressure of 6 9 10-9 torr.

Aluminum Ka X-ray was produced with a Physical Elec-

tronic X-ray source, which produce photons with an energy

of 1,486.6 eV and natural line width of 0.9 eV. Data were

fitted taking carbon 1 s orbital signal at 284.5 eV. To

measure the oxygen concentration in the interface of STO,

the ratio of the intensity of oxygen 1 s spectra between two

points, one near-interface and another on the interface, was

measured. Near-interface term refers to the area which Ti

2p concentration just starts to increase and interface term

assumed to be the area in which the Ti 2p concentration is in

the vicinity of its concentration in the substrate. Approxi-

mately, Ti 2p spectrum starts to appear around two nano-

meters away from interface. Simply, the ratio between these

two terms (Fig. 1a the ratio between the intensity of point a

and b) refers to oxygen 1 s concentration existed in the

2 nm above interface in the Pd film (point a in Fig. 1a) over

the oxygen 1 s concentration in the interface (point b in

Fig. 1a).

The crystalline structure has been determined by X-Ray

Diffraction (XRD) analyses in h-2h scan by means of a

Fig. 1 XPS in depth analysis of 30-nm (a) and 50-nm (b) Pd thin

films deposited on SrTiO3 perovskite substrate. a and b represent

near-interface and interface terms which their ratio reveals simply the

percentage of diffused oxygen atoms from substrate through Pd film.

c and d represent the in-depth variation of the oxygen 1S spectra for

30- and 50-nm Pd thin film
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4-circle X-ray diffractometer with Cu–Ka radiation (MRD

PHILIPS). Afterward, stress measurement was executed in

w-tilt mode from around 08 to nearly 1808 (2h = 80.58–
84.58) in order to plot the d-spacing versus sin2w. Sche-

matic representation of angle w was presented in Fig. 2a.

Afterward with taking into account the poison ration and

elastic module [3], residual stress was measured for each

Pd film [4, 5]. Besides, phase image of interface of Pd and

STO were obtained by AFM, Digital Instruments Multi-

mode—Veeco, in tapping mode (m = 300 kHz) in order to

reveal the intermediate layer.

Discussion

Figure 1 represents XPS in depth analysis of Pd thin film

deposited over STO. Accordingly, thin Pd film with 20 nm

thickness exhibited negligible amount of oxygen atoms

concentrated in the interface of the Pd films (Fig. 1a). In

fact, the oxygen and Ti concentration increased similarly

by increasing the sputtering time. This reveals the normal

variation of elements from film toward substrate. From

50-nm Pd film shown in Fig. 1b, one can distinguish that

when sputtering time reaches to 10 min (where it is

essentially supposed to be empty from substrate elements)

oxygen concentration is even higher than its concentration

at substrate. Since the base pressure of the chamber was

4.7 9 10-6 torr, oxygen may not diffuse from the ambient.

This anomalous behavior has been previously observed in

Nazarpour et al. [1, 3, 6]. The top atomic layer of used STO

substrate in this study consists of mainly Sr–O bonds.

However, when the top atomic layer of STO is made of

Ti–O bonds, presence of Oxygen in the interface has not

been detected in any thickness of Pd thin film. Figure 1c

and d correspond to variation of oxygen 1 s spectrum of 30

and 50 nm Pd thin films, respectively. High presence of

oxygen in the interface of Pd and STO is significant. This

oxygen has bounded to Pd and has different binding

energies in the substrate. This is detected by the existence

of two peaks in the interfacial region. This presence of

oxygen is in agreement with Fig. 1a, b which show the

oxygen in the interface of Pd and STO.

It has been previously well established that at the

nanoscale the intrinsic residual stress dominates the ther-

mal stress, contrary to the macroscopic scale [7, 8].

Figure 2a, b show variation of Pd (222) crystal d-spacing

versus sin2w for 30 and 60-nm Pd films, respectively.

Obtained points fitted linearly in order to evaluate variation

of residual strain in Pd (222) crystal direction. By consid-

ering elastic module and Poisson’s ratio in each thickness

[3], total amount of confined residual stress in the films

may obtain, shown in Fig. 3. It can be seen that primarily

experimental residual stress has fallen into a minimum at

30 nm. Afterward, the stress dramatically increased and

reached to a plateau around 70 nm thickness. Although the

Pd films are thin, standard deviations of residual stresses

are significant, and the final trend would be comparable to

Fig. 3. Variation of stress has been plotted regardless of the

vector of stress. Essentially, stress is induced by external

Fig. 2 Plots of the d-spacing

versus sin2w correspond to

30-nm (a) and 60-nm (b) Pd

thin films. Schematic image in

the Fig. 2a has been drawn to

identify the w angle during

measurement

Fig. 3 Experimental residual stress obtained by XRD (left perpen-
dicular axis) and a/b ratio (right perpendicular axis) versus different

thickness of Pd thin film. Point a refers to oxygen 1 s concentration

existed in the 2 nm above interface in the Pd film and point b
corresponds to the oxygen 1 s concentration in the interface, see

Fig. 1a. Correlation between two plots is attributed to oxygen

diffusion through Pd film which caused by relaxation process
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factors during the application process, but it is also an

intrinsic property which is already generated during film

growth [9–11]. Based on our previous studies [1],

the growth of Pd over STO follows the Stranski–Krastanow

growth mode where 3D islands nucleate on top of a thin

wetting layer. Besides, in the case of high melting tem-

perature film, the ad-atom mobility is assumed to be quite

limited, however, raising the deposition temperature from

room temperature to 300 �C, transforms the growth mode

from that of a low mobility metal to the high mobility ones.

Aberman [12] reported that evaporated polycrystalline

metal films grow by one of the two mechanisms: low

mobility or high mobility Volmer-Weber mode, each

characterized by specific morphology and stress behavior.

Since it has been proved that polycrystalline Pd film grows

layer by layer during the deposited first atomic layers, its

stress variation in higher thicknesses might be adapted by

Aberman theories which are based on Volmer-Weber

growth. The compressive stress in high mobility, continu-

ous and Volmer-Weber films originates from compressive

strain built up in the pre-coalescence stage [13] where the

films still consists of isolated islands. Due to Laplace

pressure, the lattice spacing in islands is smaller than in the

bulk [14] and converges to the bulk value upon island

growth. The lattice parameter of bulk STO is 0.390 nm and

for bulk Pd is 0.389. However, this lattice misfit intensifies

by decreasing the dimension of Pd from bulk to nanometric

thin film. Calculated lattice misfit of 30 nm Pd thin film is

0.384 nm [1]. Therefore, it might be assumed that oxygen

atoms may penetrate into Pd film in order to compensate

the intensified lattice misfit within Pd and STO. Figure 3

points out this important fact that large percentage lattice

misfit may lead to mass transfer from substrate through

deposited film in order to relief residual intrinsic stresses.

Presence of oxygen in the interface of some thickness of Pd

film such as 30, 60, and 100 nm is dramatically higher than

oxygen concentration in the perovskite substrate.

Although parameters such as melting point of deposited

material, porosity of deposited film, and substrate temper-

ature during deposition may play effective roles and

modify this oxygen diffusion. Mass transport between films

and their substrate strongly restricts the application of

metallic films by intensifying the electron scattering in the

film. Additionally, oxide intermediate layer may change

interfacial electrical properties which, for instance in

capacitor applications, increases the loss of the dielectric

layer. Besides, this oxide intermediate layer diminishes the

sharp interface between film and substrate. To study the

interface, AFM phase image were obtained from interface

(cross-section) of 30 nm thin Pd film deposited over STO

perovskite substrate, shown in Fig. 4. The area in the left of

the Pd film (shiny line) corresponds to substrate, and the

right part of this line is artifact due to tip dimension. In

some areas, film did not cover the substrate or was not

detected by tip due to low thickness of Pd film. However,

some regions that consist of extra layers within film and

substrate are detected that can be seen in the magnified

image. It could be suggested that this layers attributed to

oxide intermediate layer which appeared because of the

presence of oxygen in the Pd film (shown by arrows in

Fig. 4). In addition, it could be concluded from Fig. 4 that

sharp interface is sacrificed due to residual stress relaxation

which is not favorable in the microelectronic technology.

Conclusion

Initially, it is found that oxygen diffusion from substrate into

the Pd thin films occurs which leads to an intermediate oxide

layer between Pd and STO. Besides, relation between the

residual stresses and oxygen concentration in the interface

reveals that oxygen penetrates into Pd film to compensate

lattice misfit between film and substrate. Therefore, it could

be concluded that mass transport could even appear because

Fig. 4 AFM phase image of the

30-nm Pd film deposited over

STO. Left area of the thin film

(shiny line) is related to

substrate, whereas right part

is artifact caused by tip

dimensions
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of residual stresses in the thin films. This, in turn, drastically

influences desired properties in the microelectronic tech-

nology. Mass transport frequently leads to component and

device malfunction and electrical instabilities manifested by

decreases in conductivity as well as short- or even open-

circuiting of conductors. This study reveals the importance

of deep and cutting edge further studies on mass transport

caused by residual stresses.

Open Access This article is distributed under the terms of the

Creative Commons Attribution Noncommercial License which per-

mits any noncommercial use, distribution, and reproduction in any

medium, provided the original author(s) and source are credited.
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